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Welcome! 
 
Round 1 of the Uber-Cloud Experiment (also known as the HPC Experiment) concluded in 
October 2012, with more than 160 participating organizations and individuals from 25 countries, 
working together in 25 teams. We are proud to present the final report of first Round of the 
Experiment, documenting the results of 3 months of hard work by the 25 teams and their 
members, their findings, challenges, lessons learned, and their recommendations. We were 
amazed by how engaged all participants moved forward, despite the fact that this was not their 
day job. But their inquiring mind and the chance of collaborating with the brightest people and 
companies in the world and tackling some of today’s greatest challenges with accessing remote 
resources in HPC centers and HPC Clouds were certainly their strongest motivator. We want to 
thank all participants for their continuous commitment and for their voluntary contribution to their 
individual teams and thus to the whole Experiment.  
 
The Experiment that we kicked off on July 20, 2012 brought together four categories of 
participants: the industry end-users, the computing and storage resource providers, the software 
providers, and the experts. We will continue to refer to these categories throughout the report as 
we discuss roles and responsibilities, motivations and challenges as well as costs and benefits; 
since we believe each category has its own characteristics, requirements, and benefits. 
 
As participants and organizers of this experiment, we were collectively selecting the end-user 
projects to be worked on, assigning providers and experts to each project and finding ways to 
overcome the hurdles we were running into. Each team’s goal was not only to complete the 
selected end-user project, but also to chart the way around the hurdles they identified.  
 
The aim of the first round of the Experiment was to explore the end-to-end process of accessing 
remote computing resources and to study and overcome the potential roadblocks. The aim of 
the experiment is not to perform long production runs. Therefore, we restricted the free 
computing and software license usage time by a team to max 1,000 cpu-core hours.  
 
At the end of Round 1 of the Experiment, we have analyzed each team’s contribution; we 
herewith document and share our detailed findings with all of our participants. We also plan to 
contribute an abbreviated version of our findings to the wider HPC, Cloud and digital 
manufacturing communities. 
 
As part of this report, you will find a brief description of how the experiment is organized, the 
roles and responsibilities of the participants, some project statistics, a collection of lessons 
learned and recommendation from our teams, and also 13 detailed team reports. Enjoy! 
 
Wolfgang Gentzsch and Burak Yenier 
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Executive Summary 
After a fast paced 3-months, Round 1 of the Uber-Cloud Experiment (also known as the HPC 
Experiment) concluded in October 2012, with more than 160 participating organizations and 
individuals from 25 countries, working together in 25 teams. This report presents their findings, 
challenges, lessons learned, recommendations, and some of their use cases. 
 
Why are we performing this experiment? 
 
The aim of the Uber-Cloud Experiment is to explore the end-to-end process of accessing 
remote computing resources in HPC Centers and in HPC Clouds and to study and overcome 
the potential roadblocks. 
 
The Experiment kicked off on July 20, 2012 and brought together four categories of participants: 
the industry end-users, the computing and storage resource providers, the software providers, 
and the experts. We set up end-user projects, assigning providers and experts, and tried to find 
ways to overcome the hurdles we were running into. Each team’s goal was to complete its 
project, and to chart the way around the hurdles they identified.  
 
End users can achieve many benefits by gaining access to additional compute resources 
beyond their current internal resources (e.g. workstations), arguably the most important two are:  

• the benefit of agility gained by speeding up product design cycles through shorter 
simulation run times. 

• the benefit of superior quality achieved by simulating more sophisticated geometries or 
physics, or by running many more iterations to look for the best product design. 

 
Tangible benefits like these make HPC and more specifically HPC-as-a-Service quite attractive. 
But how far are we from an ideal remote use of HPC or HPC-as-a-Service (HPCaaS) or HPC in 
the Cloud model? At this point, we don’t know, no one quite does. However, in the course of this 
experiment, following each team and monitoring its challenges and progress, we’ve got an 
excellent insight into these roadblocks and how our 25 teams have tackled them.  
 
Building the teams 
 
The main approach for this experiment is to look at the end-users’ project and select the 
appropriate resources, software and expertise that match those requirements. 
  
During the three months of the experiment, we were able to build 25 teams all with a project 
proposed by a real end user. These teams are: Team Anchor Bolt, Team Resonance, Team 
Radiofrequency, Team Supersonic, Team Liquid-Gas, Team Wing-Flow, Team Ship-Hull, Team 
Cement-Flows, Team Sprinkler, Team Space Capsule, Team Car Acoustics, Team Dosimetry, 
Team Weathermen, Team Wind Turbine, Team Combustion, Team Blood Flow, Team 
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ChinaCFD, Team Gas Bubbles, Team Side impact, Team ColombiaBio, and Team Cellphone. 
This final report, available to all of our participants, contains the final report of each of these 
teams offering valuable insight through their own words.  
 
As we gather more information through building and following the progress of the teams we are 
also creating a positive feedback loop, where each team teaches us how to build a stronger 
team for the next project. We look forward to future rounds of the experiment where this 
accumulating knowledge will yield ever more successful projects. 
 
Roadmap to completing an end-user project 
 
We recognize that every end-user project requires a slightly different approach, a variety of 
software and compute resources, a certain expertise to lead the end-to-end process, and a 
tailored schedule. However, to be able to keep the entire experiment consistent we ask each 
team to follow a common roadmap for each of their end-user projects.  
 
The expert assigned to each team is the guide in following this roadmap. The roadmap calls for 
communication with the organizers at certain points, although generally the teams are 
autonomous and make their own decisions.  
 
Based on the roadmap we defined going into Round 1 of the Experiment the teams followed six 
steps to reach their goal:  
 
Step 1. Define the end-user project. The expert together with the end-user jointly defined the 
project. Based on this information, as organizers we assigned the appropriate resources to the 
project and ensured the availability of the assigned resources. 
 
Step 2. Contact the assigned resources and set up the project environment. The expert 
contacted the computing resource and software providers and performed activities such as 
assisting in software and license installations, creation of user accounts, and configuration of 
the environment for the project. 
 
Step 3. Initiate the end-user project execution. The expert assisted the end-user with 
uploading the necessary data, code and configuration files to the remote resource(s). The 
expert then worked with the resource provider to queue the project up on the HPC system. 
 
Step 4. Monitor the project. The expert remained engaged with the resource providers and at 
any time had up to date information about the status of the project. 
 
Step 5. Review results with the end-user. The expert assisted the end-user in downloading 
the results from the resource provider’s environment and discussed the results with the end-
user as needed. If any rework or reruns were required they were completed by executing steps 
2-5 again.  
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Step 6. Document findings. During the entire lifecycle of the project, there occurred hurdles, 
friction and failure points and the expert documented these findings. 
 
Intentionally, we performed the first round of this experiment manually  -- that is, not via an 
automated service, because we believe the technology is not the challenge anymore; rather it’s 
the people and their processes, and that’s what we wanted to explore. We are continuously 
improving and better defining the roadmap to successful completion of our projects. 
 
Roadblocks, lessons learned, and recommendations 
 
Our team members have reported the following roadblocks during the course of their team 
projects. The teams were also asked to provide information on how they resolved them (or not).  
 
The main roadblocks which are presented and discussed in this report are: information security 
and privacy; unpredictable costs; lack of easy, intuitive self-service registration and 
administration; incompatible software licensing models; high expectations and disappointing 
results; reliability and availability of resource providers; and the need for a professional HPC 
Cloud Provider.  
 
Just like all other participants, we as the organizers, treated the experiment as a learning 
opportunity. In this report we have also summarized what we’ve found to be shortcomings of the 
experiment as we put it together in Round 1. Learning from these shortcomings we have 
improved the experiment for Round 2. To be specific, we discussed and provided solutions for 
the following shortcomings: all participants are professionals with busy schedules and the 
experiment is not their primary job, so they could only dedicate a few hours per week to the 
experiment; some resource providers run into resource crunches which delayed team projects; 
some of our projects ran into long delays since the project and the resource provider weren’t the 
best match possible; some resource providers struggled with installation of an application; 
others had difficulties with providing network access through complex network connections; and 
resource providers differ in their service philosophies; simply getting started was a challenge; a 
few teams struggled with figuring out which team member needs to do what and when; team 
forming was one of the steps, which took the longest amount of time, each team member 
needed to exchange significant amounts of information about their background, capabilities, 
expectations, availability, and commitment levels with one another before the project could even 
kick off; and finally, manual processes are just slow, they consumed days, sometimes weeks 
especially because the various technology and people resources were inherently remote, each 
with different priorities.  
 
We hope that our participants will extract significant value out of our report. They certainly 
deserve to do so in return for their generous contributions, support and participation. We look 
forward to Round 2 of the Experiment and the learning that it will result in. 
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Invitation to Join the Uber-Cloud HPC Experiment 
The second round of the Uber-Cloud Experiment started on November 15th with the kick-off in 
the Intel Booth Theater at SC'12 in Salt Lake City, together with a live webinar broadcasted to 
all participants around the world. The 2nd Round of the Experiment will run until the end of 
February with significant improvements over Round 1: 
 

 More professional, more automation, more participants, more applications, more teams 
 Extending the application areas: HPC, CAE, and Life Sciences 
 Better guidance for the teams: end-to-end process has been broken down into 20+ steps 
 Common project management tool for all teams and experiment organizers: BaseCamp 
 Services Directory for our service providers, open, community-wide 
 3-level support: front line (team), 2nd level (organizers), 3rd level (sw & hw providers) 

 
The following is an open invitation to all members of the HPC, CAE, and Life Sciences 
communities to join us for the 2nd Round of the HPC experiment, where we will apply the cloud 
computing service model to challenging CAE workloads. 
  
With the capacity of their current workstations often unable to provide enough memory, 
simulations taking too long, and the number of jobs too small to get quality results, CAE 
engineers and their organizations are looking to increase their available computing power 
beyond the workstations. Should they buy or rent? Buying additional compute power leads to all 
kinds of challenges in the context of a high-performance compute cluster acquisition. Now, 
recently, the other option of using remote resources became more attractive with the advent of 
Cloud Computing. 
 
However, here, many face additional challenges such as security and data privacy, incompatible 
licensing models, moving data back and forth, and a dozen others. We believe that it’s time to 
experiment how to overcome these challenges and achieve the benefits of the Cloud Computing 
model.  
 
You can participate in this experiment as an industrial End-User in need of instant additional 
computing power accessible remotely, or as a compute Resource Provider, or as a Software 
Provider, or as an HPC Expert. Depending on the specific requirements of the industry 
application we will identify the best suited resource provider, invite the software provider to join 
the team, and an bring on an HPC expert who helps to implement the application and data onto 
the remote resource. There is no money involved for participating in this hands-on experiment. 
We are all motivated to study the end-to-end process of putting the ‘Team of Four’ together, 
implement and run the workload, and get the final results back to the end-user. 
 
To participate in Round 2 of the experiment, please register at http://www.hpcexperiment.com. 
Round 1 participants are automatically registered for Round 2.  


